TRMA / JJC Internship Requirements

1. Required GPA 3.0

2. Specific Courses Required To Qualify For Internship
   a. Minimum number of credits toward JJC Certificate or Associate Degree: 16
   b. Courses By # Instrument (or similar courses)
      1. EEAS 111 - Industrial Controls I
      2. EEAS 113 – Industrial Controls II
      3. EEAS 215 – Process Control & Instrumentation
      4. PCIT 111 - Pneumatic Measurement & Control
      5. PCIT 113- Electronic Measurement & Control

   # Mechanical (or similar courses)
      1. IMT 101 - Industrial Maintenance Fundamentals
      2. IMT 111 - Industrial Equipment I
      3. IMT 112 - Industrial Equipment II
      4. IMT 121- Industrial Fluid Power
   
   c. Or: Completed Instrument or Industrial Maintenance Certificate or Associate Degree

3. Length of Internship 12 Months
4. Resume Required
5. Application Required
6. Background Check Required
7. Drug and Alcohol Testing
8. Interview
9. Additional Requirements Specific to Company:
   For Example:
   a. Monthly Evaluations
   b. API Testing: Math, Science, Reading Comprehension
   c. Hands On Skill Demonstration
   a. Completion of Associate Degree

Send Your Resume to: calvin.quarles@trma.org